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Introduction
This document describes TimeLog’s recommendations how to manage fixed-price projects, 
where the fixed price includes travel and purchases/expenses. How the project can be set 
up to achieve the correct revenue recognition and reporting and the best invoicing process.

Setting up, managing, and reporting are all dependent on whether revenue recognition 
uses the production principle or the invoicing principle. This document therefore contains 
a section about each of these revenue recognition principles.

Characteristics of this pricing model
 − The project is calculated at a fixed price, which includes both the work and different 

purchasing/expenses.
 − Invoicing is on account, and the invoicing should not necessarily specify the share that 

is work and the share that is expenses. It depends on the contract when the on account-
invoicing occurs, as well as how much is invoiced for in each installment. This, however, 
has no influence on the project set-up in this context.

Objectives
To accomplish correct invoicing, revenue recognition and reporting, it is important that:

 − One can distinguish between what is invoiced for work, and what is invoiced for purchases 
and travel.

 − Work and purchases are recognized as separate revenue, so that the employee’s perfor-
mance figure is not affected by the value that comes from purchasing.

System requirements
Whether you apply revenue recognition by the production principle, or by the invoicing 
principle, but need to see a booked value, the method requires that you use the extension 
TimeLog EVM.

Please note
Names of fields and feateres, 
including screenshots, are based on 
TimeLog Project 5.4 as it looked at 
time of writing this document, and 
can deviate from the present version 
of TimeLog Project.
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Method
Recognizing income by the invoicing principle
Project Setup
The project is set up with the desired main information and the relevant customer.

The activities that should have registered time are set up as tasks with the calculation type 
Fixed-Price Project.

Additionally, a fixed-price task is set up for each of the rates where it is expected that a percent-
age of the purchases/travel expenses will be recognized as revenue as part of the fixed price. 
Let the end date for each of these tasks correspond to the date where the amount should be 
invoiced according to the contract, as the end date will be suggested as the invoicing date. 
The invoicing date can also be changed in the payment plan.

For the sake of the overview in the task list, it can be an advantage to assign these fixed-price 
tasks a start and end date that places the task first or last in the list, preferably under a task 
summary. The Task Type field can also be used to mention that you are dealing with a task that 
represents purchasing/travel expenses. In this way, you can easily find the invoiced amount 
regarding the purchase in, for example, the report Data Extraction: Tasks.

The relevant employees are allocated to the individual tasks, but no employees are allocated 
to the tasks that represent purchasing/travel expenses. The amount of hours that are allo-
cated are unimportant in this context, but of course have the usual influence on, for example, 
workload reports.

“
”

  If you simultaneously 
choose a fixed hourly rate 
on a project level, the staff-
ing process just consists 
of adding the relevant 
employees to the resource 
group.

Fig. 1
Project plan where task that rep-
resent expenses are created under 
a parent task and placed below 
the list.

Under the Payment Plan tab, the rates are set up that should be invoiced for the work seg-
ment. Typically, the invoicing date will be identical to those used in the fixed price task rates 
that represent purchasing. In other words, each rate that the customer invoices according to 
the contract will consist of a fixed price project rate and one (or more) fixed price task rate, 
where the amounts together create the sum that should be then invoiced.

If, for example, purchases for too large an amount are made at the start of the project, this 
can be managed by adjusting the relation between the fixed price project rate (the work 
portion) and the fixed price rate (the purchasing portion) in the relative period. The sum of 
the two amounts should equal the amount that should invoice on account.
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Registration of time and purchasing
Time consumption and purchasing on a project is registered as usual.

Invoicing
When invoicing, you add the rates that should be invoiced on a specific date to the invoice, and 
merge them on one invoice line, so that the percentages of time and purchasing do not appear.

Fig. 2
In this payment plan there is for 
each invoice date a fixed price pro-
ject installment for the work part 
and a fixed price task installment 
for the expenses part .

Fig. 3
Edit invoice draft – When invoic-
ing the installments for work and 
expenses can be merged to one 
invoice line.

Top: Invoice potential with an 
installment for work and expenses/
travel expenses.

Bottom: An invoice line on the 
invoice draft, where the two install-
ments have been merged.

Any purchases/expenses and travel accounting entries are marked as non-billable, as pur-
chases are billed via fixed-price task rates and therefore should not be invoiced further. This 
can be done either while working in the invoice draft, or using the window Adjust billable/
non-billable (for time registrations) and Approve expenses.
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Reporting
After invoicing, the collective invoiced amount appears on the project’s finance tab. The 
purchasing-related and the work-related portions can respectively be seen by searching the 
relevant, invoiced rates in the report Data Extraction: Rates. This makes it possible to see 
how much there is for revenue recognition in a given period, and to see how much in total 
is recognized as revenue on the project.

A collected overview over the amount to be recognized as revenue is available with help from 
the report Payment Plans – Overview, which shows the fixed-price rates for each project, 
that fall in a given period - divided by weeks, months, or by quarters.

Revenue Recognition by the Production Principle
Project Setup
The project is setup with the desired main information and the relevant customer.

Fill in the expected amount of work for the project in the project budget. If you wish to keep 
expenses separated from travel expenses, you can fill in their respective budgets in the Project 
column to later keep track of how much can be booked as revenue for each category.

The activities to which time will be registered are set up as tasks with the calculation type 
Fixed-Price Project.

Additionally, a fixed-price task is set up for each of the rates where it is expected that a percent-
age of the purchases/travel expenses will be recognized as revenue as part of the fixed price. 
Let the end date for each of these tasks correspond to the date where the amount should be 
invoiced according to the contract, as the end date will be suggested as the invoicing date. 
The invoicing date can also be changed in the payment plan. The Task Type field can also be 
used to mention that you are dealing with a task that represents purchasing/travel expenses. 
In this way, you can easily find the invoiced amount regarding the purchase in, for example, 
the report Data Extraction: Tasks.

Fig. 4
With the report Payment plans 
– overview you can see what is 
expected to be booked as revenue 
in the individual periods.
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Under the Payment Plan tab, the rates are set up that should be invoiced for the work seg-
ment. Typically, the invoicing date will be identical to those used in the fixed price task rates 
that represent purchasing. In other words, each rate that the customer invoices according to 
the contract will consist of a fixed price project rate and one (or more) fixed price task rate, 
where the amounts together create the sum that should be then invoiced.

If, for example, purchases for too large an amount are made at the start of the project, this 
can be managed by adjusting the relation between the fixed price project rate (the work 
portion) and the fixed price rate (the purchasing portion) in the relative period. The sum of 
the two amounts should equal the amount that should invoice on account.

Fig. 5
Project plan, where tasks that 
represent expenses are nested in a 
main task and placed at the bottom 
of the list.

Registering time and purchases
Time consumption and purchasing for the project are registered as usual.

Fig. 6
Payment plan with a fixed-price 
project installment for work, and 
a fixed-price task installment for 
expenses for each invoice date.
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Revenue Recognition
At the month’s end, the project’s and task’s budgets are first updated for the work-related 
portion of the project, with the latest estimates. In the revenue recognition process, TimeLog 
Project will consequently suggest amounts for revenue recognition.

The Debitor List – Income Statement window is then used to gain an overview of the time 
and expense registrations incurred.

From this, a booked as revenue document is created.

Time and expense registrations are recognized as revenue for the appropriate value in rela-
tion to the generated progress.

In relation to the expenses registrations, it’s important to be sure that what is registered 
to the project is not recognized as revenue for more than is budgeted. Prior to adding the 
individual registrations to the booked as revenue document, you can click on the Informa-
tion link at the top of the project’s group of recognizable as revenue posts to see how much 
is budgeted within respective travel and purchasing/expenses. If the budget is not entered 
on a project level, the budget for purchasing/expenses will be calculated from the budgets 
on the individual fixed price tasks that represent expenses and travel.

Fig. 7
Edit Voucher – The link Project Infor-
mation grants access to informa-
tion about budgets and previous 
revenue recognition.

This makes it easier to evaluate how 
much can be booked as revenue on 
expenses and travel expenses.

Fig. 8
Edit Voucher – Work and disburs-
ments are added to the voucher.
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Any purchase/expense and travel expense posts are marked as non-billable, as expenses are 
invoiced via the fixed-price task’s rates and therefore should not be invoiced additionally.

Fig. 9
Edit invoice draft – The installments 
for work and expenses can be 
merged when invoicing.

Top: Invoice potential with install-
ments for work and expenses re-
spectively, and also disbursements 
which are not to be invoiced.

Bottom: A row on an invoice draft 
where two rates are merged.

Fig. 10
Edit Invoice Draft – Make the regis-
trated disbursements non-billable. 
Thereby the value of the expenses 
are invoiced through the fixed-
price task installements, while the 
expense registrations are recogi-
nized as revenue on vouchers and 
not invoiced themselves.

Invoicing
With invoicing, the rates that should be invoiced on a given date are added to the invoice, 
and joined on one invoice line so that the portions of time and purchasing are not evident.
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Reporting
After revenue recognition, the work-related portion of the recognized revenue appears in 
the BAR column, in the Work row, while the purchase-related portion can be seen in the 
same column in the Expenses and Travel Expenses rows. It is then possible to see how much 
revenue recognition there is in a given period, and to see how much has been recognized 
as revenue for the project.

Fig. 11
Contract Status in the Finances tab 
after recognizing as revenue and 
invoicing.

Finally work in progress can be seen in the report Invoicing/Recognizing as Revenue – Pro-
jects.

The values recognized as revenue for work is automatically allocated to the individual time 
registrations, so that in reports such as Internal/External analysis the created value can be 
seen per employee, average hourly rate, etc.

Invoicing Reporting
In the reports Revenue – General and Revenue – Customer, all invoiced amounts appear 
as invoiced within a fixed price.

Should you wish to see an average hourly rate per employee, use the report Internal/Exter-
nal Analysis. Here, the hourly rate is correct, as it is calculated from the value recognized as 
income for the registered hours (and not purchase and expenses). In Revenue – Customer, 
the average hourly rates are misleading, as they are calculated with the full invoiced amount, 
including the fixed-price tasks which represent purchasing.

If a specific task type is given, the Data Extraction: Tasks report will give a list of the amounts 
that are invoiced for purchases and travel expenses at a fixed price.


